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Indeed, in the same paper, the apparent differences between clinic within the UK
disappeared using this measure. (see graph below)
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As early as 2004, Thurin et al in a randomized multicenter trial in the New England
Journal of Medicine demonstrated that the transfer of 2 fresh embryos had a
significantly higher LBR (43%) compared to an elective fresh single embryo transfer
(30%). However, when a single frozen embryo was transferred into those that did not
get pregnant in the eSET group the LBR became 39% which is no longer significant.
The multiple birth rate in the double transfer group was significantly higher (33% vs 1%
in the single transfer group). Kalu et al in 2008 (BJOG. 2008 Aug;115(9):1143-50)
showed that the LBR following elective single blastocyst transfer and additional frozen
transfer in those that did not achieve a LBR in the fresh cycle was equivalent at 68%
compared to those with double blastocyst transfer of 69%. The multiple birth rate
however was 5% and 46% respectively.
Given the above data, if we are comparing two clinics; Clinic A transfers the best two
embryos in the fresh cycle and Clinic B transfers one and freeze’s the other. In looking
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at the fresh results (as is the case with the current data reporting) Clinic A will look
significantly better than clinic B, but with a multiple birth rate of 30 - 50% dependent on
age and embryo quality. When Clinic B transfers the other embryo a month or two later
it may achieve similar results but with negligible multiple birth rate. The introduction of
Live birth per collection (LB_EC) as an additional frontline measure negates this effect
as clearly in this example there is no difference in the quality of either clinic. The
difference in success rate is totally dependent on the embryo transfer policy of either
clinic and the way the data is reported. (We have a problem with the time span for the
data used – see later)
The use of LB-Emb and LB_ EC will play some role in minimising the effect of embryo
transfer policies and the under reporting of started cycles and will certainly improve the
safety and health of babies born following IVF through the reduction in multiple birth
rate. However, for such changes to truly benefit both patient and clinic, the published
information must provide clarity to all and avoid any potential to mislead.
It is important, however, to understand that the use of these measures or any other will
never be sufficient to prevent clinics from playing the system. The other way is how to
treat patients with reduced ovarian reserve.
Treating mainly patients with good ovarian reserve
For the same age group, a patient with good ovarian reserve is bound to do better than
her counter part of similar age who has a reduced ovarian reserve. The former will
produce a good number of eggs / embryos to choose from and the latter will produce a
much smaller number of eggs or embryos so that the one transferred may probably be
the only embryo available. It is well documented that the chances of pregnancy in the
former will be higher.
Therefore, clinics who primarily treat patients with high ovarian reserve will have higher
LB_Emb even with a similar number of embryos transferred by virtue of more embryos
to select from. Clinics who treat patients with reduced reserve should accept this.
However, the data for patients should be transparent; for example, the average number
of eggs collected (a reflection of ovarian reserve) per patient of different age groups
ought to be published. The HFEA should be able to provide national results for success
rate per eggs collected e.g. group the data 1 egg, 2-3 eggs, 4 – 6 eggs, 7 -10 egg, 10 15eggs and so on. The use of the national data is very informative and can and should
guide treatment.
Diverting patients with low reserve to other modalities not reported in the
headline figure
a) Natural cycle IVF


Advising patients with reduced ovarian reserve to undergo natural cycle IVF
when the results of those cycles are not published in the headline figure is
another method of driving patients with low reserve outside published
headline data. It is because of this the inclusion of unstimulated cycle in the
outcome is paramount – This however must also be included in the results
per egg collection procedure. Obviously, some patients elect to use
unstimulated cycles but we believe that they must be made aware exactly of
the significant difference in the outcome even if the ovarian reserve is low.
In London alone in 2014 data there were 750 natural cycles reported mainly
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from 3 clinics. The total live birth from them was 26 making the success rate
per cycle of only 5%. This is significantly less successful than the overall
outcome for stimulated cycles not merely ‘it can be less successful’ as you
mention in the information you provide. (Please see Appendix II)
b) Batching eggs or embryos


In this situation, patients are advised to undergo 2-3 cycles of stimulation
where eggs are collected and frozen, to all be thawed and inseminated later
and all and the best embryo is transferred. The problem here is that the
patients pay for 3 egg collections which with current methods of publishing
are not included in the stats of the clinic.

c) `Advising egg donation


This of course can be appropriate advice, particularly if low reserve is
coupled with advanced female age.

PROBLEMS WITH THE WAY THE HFEA PROPOSES TO PUBLISH DATA
As our licensing authority and independent regulator, your strategy statement sets out
your duty to increase and inform choice by “ensuring patients have access to high
quality meaningful information”. The unmistakable drive to reduce a clinic’s output to a
single headline figure is anathema to this philosophy. This approach to data
publication ignores the complexities of the treatments we perform and the plethora of
factors that affect outcome and can skew data.
The desire to publish a single headline figure that encompasses all ages, all types
treatments, on the front page of any clinic belies a desire to provide the definitive
ANSWER when everybody knows that there isn’t one. Such a single figure is against
the advice of all statisticians, who have in the past recommended to the HFEA the use
of a range with no central point.
This approach will inevitably mislead patients, inaccurately assess clinics and go further
towards creating a “league table” approach to data interpretation; a consequence that
the HFEA have long denied was their goal. In its quest to simplify and achieve a simple
headline figure, the HFEA rendered valueless the new approaches it has adopted. This
is particularly pertinent when you take into account academic research that highlights
that over 85-90% of people delve no further than the first page/level of an internet
search. Therefore, a single “headline” piece of data on the first page, may be the only
data at which a patient glance.
We will outline our concerns in more detail below.
Age bands
“All age groups” is a meaningless data point as highlighted by the HFEA many years
ago and has never been used by any body as different clinics are likely to treat differing
patient populations and the average age of the population treated can be significantly
different.
When the HFEA first published data regarding clinic outcomes in 1995, success rate
was expressed as adjusted live birth per cycle. This was based on an unpublished
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statistical model developed by HFEA statisticians, taking into account factors such as
age, embryo freezing, number of previous attempts, cause and duration of infertility and
number of embryos transferred. This approach was soon abandoned and data was
published crudely for ages below and above 38. This in turn was criticized and thus
HFEA changed to adopting the internationally recognized and widely used data range
to represent assisted conception outcomes (< 34, 35-37, 38-39 40-42 etc.). This is
because age is the most important factor in determining the success rate for IVF
regardless of the denominator used.
Furthermore, to then also revert to the simplification of only using <38 and ≥38 age
bands beggar’s belief. Published data for outcomes by the current 6-tier age bands
(adopted by the HFEA for more than a decade) make it abundantly clear how outcome
drastically changes from band to band even within the <38 or >38 group and as such
the simplification to 2 simple bands is therefore misleading; (See appendix 1)
-

A 37 year old may will be given an artificially higher expectation of livebirth
success by virtue of her inclusion in a <38 group that includes all ages below
this mark.

-

Those above 38 are an even more heterogeneous group and success rate will
be substantially different dependent on age distribution for patients above that
age.
o

Those well above the 38 year cut off may be given misleadingly high
expectations

o

Those just above the 38 year cut off may be given misleadingly low
expectations

Time Span for Live Birth per Collection (LB EC)
We really do not understand why should the results for LB_EC be five years earlier. It
is understandable to have an extra year, after all, once a patient has a live birth she is
not included in the analysis. So, if the last egg collection was at the end of June, say
2013, then the last potential transfer from frozen embryos should be 2014. The data
therefore should refer to cycles performed between 2012 – 2013 and not as currently
published (2011-2012) So, one extra year is more than enough for the absolute majority
of patients who have frozen embryos and did not get pregnant from the fresh transfer to
come back and use them (Your statisticians should be able to confirm this). Waiting for
a full two years is not understandable and really makes the published data very old.
It should only include data from patients undergoing fresh egg collection for the purpose
of IVF or ICSI using their own eggs including natural cycle and PGS and the
subsequent frozen transfers for extra year from those treatment types.
Mixing all of this with egg freezing, donated eggs and so on makes the data difficult to
verify and understand and subject to changes between different clinics so we may not
be comparing like with like.
Misleading Headline Figure (ALL IVF),
As we mentioned before, livebirth per egg collection should be one year earlier than
that being published for LB_Emb from fresh cycles.
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It should only include data from patients undergoing fresh egg collection for the purpose
of IVF or ICSI using their own eggs including natural cycle and PGS and the
subsequent frozen transfers for extra year from those treatment types. Mixing all of this
with egg freezing, donated eggs and so on makes the data difficult to verify and
understand and subject to changes between different clinics so we may not be
comparing like with like. The results from egg freezing, from egg donation, should be
published separately for each clinic as well as nationally.

The collective use of all sorts of treatment such as fresh, frozen transfer, egg freezing
and egg donation into one single headline figure (ALL IVF), demonstrates a total
misunderstanding of the difference between these modalities and the effect they can
have on the apparent success of a clinic.
1. It is one thing to look cumulatively at live birth from fresh and subsequent frozen
cycles as is the case with LB_EG. It is another thing to include all frozen and
fresh cycles performed in the same period, whether a pregnancy already
resulted or not is simply wrong. This may make a clinic that carry on transferring
single frozen embryos repeatedly looks worse than one that mainly use fresh.
2. A clinic with a high proportion of egg donation cycles may appear to have a
higher success rate than a clinic with no donation program. The results from egg
donation, should be published separately for each clinic as well as nationally.
3. The inclusion of cycles where eggs are frozen within the LB_EC is hard to
understand. They should either be included in both birth per embryo transferred
and per collection or not at all. We believe that egg freezing cycles should be
treated as a separate entity alone and not included in either due to a lack of
data on outcomes that may distort success in those clinics with a high number
of such cycles. The results from egg freezing, like that from egg donation,
should be published separately for each clinic as well as nationally.
Natural or Unstimulated Cycles
We welcome the inclusion of unstimulated cycle in the figures for LB_Emb as it is long
overdue. However, there should be consistency here whatever the denominator is. It is
very important that every egg collection performed should be included in the
denominator when results are expressed as LB_EC. This is true whether the cycle was
unstimulated or stimulated or with batching embryos. These are all cycles of treatment
that the patients undergo and pay for; either directly or through the NHS.
Therefore, the HFEA should publish data for stimulated and unstimulated cycles
together whatever the denominator as well separately highlighting the success rate
from natural cycles both nationally and at the level of each clinic. This is important since
many such cycles are performed with the belief that the outcome of that treatment will
be similar to the overall success rate of that clinic.
Furthermore, given the debate regarding unstimulated cycles we advise that the HFEA
publish national results outlining success rate related to the number of eggs collected.
This is paramount as it will help a lot of patients with reduced reserve to understand
what can aand can’t be achieved. (See Appendix III – Lister Fertility clinic data related
to number of eggs)
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Choose or Find a Fertility Clinic
The information for quality group twice voted that the title of the new data publication
would be “Find a Fertility Clinic”. Yet this was ignored by the executive and I am not
sure whether this discrepancy was put put to the authority or whether the authority
supported the executive’s view.

“Choose a Fertility Clinic” directs the reader to believe that the information provided by
the HFEA (especially results) is of a definitive nature. So, we, the “Authority”, will help
you (the patient) to choose between the clinics. As oppose to, we the “Authority”
providing you with information about different clinics and allowing you to decide where
to go.
Past publications by the authority used the title ‘Guide to Fertility clinics’. Although, this
all appears to be semantics and all these publications are ultimately used as a league
table, the emphasis in the name implies how the HFEA thinks of its publication.
Other technical comments about website and data presentation .
1. Going to the detailed stats section, the system asks 4 question, which is fine.
The defaults in the choices is really is not what it should be.
a.

You ask first, about the time period, the default, however is the oldest
period in this case, 2011/2012. There is nothing wrong in involving
previous years but the default should be the latest data publication i.e.
2013-2014 in the current published data. If the observer wants to look for
earlier year or all combined as you provide them well and good. This is
not difficult to programme the default choice should be latest years with
live birth, followed by the most recent data for pregnancies. Other
choices including combined data can follow that. This, we believe,
would reflect the most recent activity in any clinic and will not be
confusing in make the choices (as is the case with current publication).

b. Moving on to the type of treatment, normally we believe that should be
combined IVF / ICSI. Other choices can follow so the observer can look
at IVF alone or ICSI alone or egg donation alone it becomes easier (as is
the case with current publication). Unfortunately, the default choice is
what is called “all IVF”. This can be the last choice if at all, as it
encompasses all sorts of treatments including frozen transfers, fresh
transfers, egg donation and in this case they are not even related to the
cycles so whether a patient became pregnant or not. We believe it is an
inappropriate choice but if you insist on keeping it , it ought not be the
default.
c. Age the defaults to 35 – 37 we believe going chronologically is more
appropriate with under 35 is the first choice. You should also have all
ages as the last choice (as is the case with current publication)
d. Finally, the choices in whether what type of embryos, eggs, fresh or
frozen, again, it should really default on the most common which is fresh
embryo, patient’s eggs followed by Frozen embryos patients eggs then
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followed similarly with donor eggs (as is the case with current
publication).
2. There is inconsistency in the way the data is presented. In the front page
LB_Emb is displayed first. In detailed analysis page, the default choice is live
birth per cycle. We believe that LB_Emb should have the same priority in
detailed stats section
3. You provide single live birth per cycle and multiple live births per cycle. We
would have thought that the multiple live births should be referred to the total
number of births rather than the percentage of those from the cycle as it starts.

4. In the tap that address the proportion of Blastocyst to embryos transfer please
add (%)
5. Finally, it is impossible to go back from the detailed stats to the front page
Summary
Publishing LB_Emb is not new. It has been published by the HFEA for the last 6 years
at least. The only difference that the HFEA gave it priority over LB per cycle started.
I propose that the HFEA publish the front page exactly as before but putting LB_Emb in
the top table followed by LB_EC, both of them broken down into the standard age
bands in the same page format as it is published now. The HFEA can also add the star
system etc.
Every egg collection procedure – whether stimulated or unstimulated - MUST be
counted when data is published, whether that related to LB_EC or the current standard
of per cycle started. Although there should be the ability to tease out data per clinic for
stimulated or unstimulated cycles, overall results for any clinic, whatever the
denominator, should include stimulated and unstimulated cycle and whether the eggs
used were fresh or batched.
HFEA should stop publishing a single headline figure per clinic. The continued
transparency of clinic data reporting is essential. Clinic outcomes are not simple and
dependent on a number of clinical, demographic, funding and financial factors. The
HFEA has to accept and indeed promote that data publication and success rates is a
complex matter. The duty of the HFEA is to educate both patients and the wider public
of this and outline why a single figure is inappropriate.
Annex I
Inaccurate assessment of clinic quality
Changing to the age bands suggested may inaccurately portray the quality of
clinic, which we can demonstrate using a worked example.
Age Distribution Of Treated Patients ≥38 and effect on LB/embryo:
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The data below confirm that nationally 34.3% of cycles are performed in women ≥38
and shows the decline in outcome as age group increases.
HFEA website data
Age group

Proportion of

LB / Embryo
transferred

Transfer cycles :
National Average

18-34

43.9%

26.9%

35-37

21.7%

21.9%

38-39

14.6%

14.9%

40-42

13.4%

8.3%

43-44

4.0%

3.0%

45+

2.3%

0.9%

If we therefore compare the outcomes of 3 clinics.
CLINIC A (“HFEA National Average Clinic”):
-

National average for age distribution

-

National Average for LB/embryo transferred in all current age bands

-

Transfers 1.75 embryos in all women ≥38 (National HFEA data)

-

Headline combined ≥38 LB/Embryo: 10.0%

Age
group

Distribution
of cycles
(National
Average)

Number
of
Transfer
Cycles

Embryos
transferred

Livebirths

LB/Embryo
(National
Average)

38-39

14.6%

146

256

38.1

14.9%

40-42

13.4%

134

235

19.5

8.3%

43-44

4.0%

40

70

2.1

3.0%
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23

40

0.4

0.9%

343

601

60.1

10.0%

CLINIC B :
-

Minimal cycles in older age groups

-

Highest proportion of ≥38 group in the current 38-39 band than any clinic

-

Headline combined ≥38 LB/Embryo: 14.0%

Distribution
of cycles

Age
group

Number
of
Transfer
Cycles

Embryos
transferred

Livebirths

LB/Embryo
(Lower than
Clinic C)

38-39

12.1%

125

192

29

15.1%

40-42

2.2%

23

37

3

8.1%

43-44

0%

0

0

N/A

N/A

45+

0%

0

0

N/A

N/A

148

229

32

14.0%

Combined

CLINIC C:
-

Less selective policy with even distribution in all age groups

-

Headline combined ≥38 LB/Embryo: 11.1%

Age
group

Distribution
of cycles

Number
of
Transfer
Cycles

LB/Embryo
Embryos
transferred

Livebirths

(Higher
than
Average)
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38-39

16.0%

328

477

99

20.8%

40-42

22.2%

455

726

74

10.2%

43-44

9.8%

200

307

6

2.0%

45+

3.4%

69

93

0

0%

1052

1603

179

11.1%

Combined

The data above clearly demonstrate that the proportion of patients treated in each age
band above 38 can significantly influence the outcome of a single headline figure of
≥38.
The clinic with the lowest LB_Emb outcome in all age groups appears to have the
highest success rate using a combined figure for all ages ≥38 by virtue of their patient
group, either as a consequence of perhaps clinic selection criteria, demographics or
funding differences. Similarly, the clinic with the highest LB_Emb in all age bands
appears to have the lowest success.


National Average clinic:

LB/embryo ≥38 10.0%



Clinic B: Poorer outcomes in all bands

LB/embryo ≥38 14.0%



Clinic C: Higher outcomes in all bands

LB/embryo ≥38 11.1%

Similarly distorted outcomes can be shown for LB_EC when comparing such clinics.
Such differences in clinic demographics are not uncommon and could mislead a
significant proportion of patients as well as unfairly impact on clinics.
Annex II
Stimulated and Unstimulated Cycles
The following example highlights the importance of inclusion of unstimulated cycles in
both LB_Emb and LB_EC. Often, in such cycles, there may be no embryos to transfer
due to no oocytes being collected or failed fertilization or cleavage.
Worked Example: This is HFEA data 2014 for 3 London-based clinics (one of them
receives all its eggs from a sister clinic nearby). This clearly outlines the effect of
including all cycles on outcome, but in particular LB_EC (using cycle as a surrogate for
collection).
Clinic A
Stimulated

Natural

All
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Cycles

Cycles

Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths
313

510

81

379

353

26

692

863

107

LB/Embryo 15.9%

7.4%

12.4%

LB/Cycle

25.9%

6.9%

15.5%

Current Headline Data
Reported

Currently not included in
Headline Data

Correct Data analysis

Stimulated

Natural

All

Cycles

Cycles

Cycles

Clinic B

Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths
558

856

238

164

88

7

722

944

245

LB/Embryo 27.8 %

7.9%

25.9%

LB/Cycle

42.6 %

4%

33.9%

Current Headline Data
Reported

Currently not included in
Headline Data

Correct Data analysis

Stimulated

Natural

All

Cycles

Cycles

Cycles

Clinic C

Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths Cycles Embryos Livebirths
546
LB/Embryo 12.4%

1136

141

198
2%

204

4

744
7.2%

1999

145
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25.8 %

2%

19.5%

Current Headline Data
Reported

Currently not included in
Headline Data

Correct Data analysis

Annex III

Li[v]e birth per cycle (Lister Fertility Clinic 2011 -2014) related to number of eggs
collected

< 38

38 - 44

1 egg

2 eggs

3 eggs

4-6 eggs

(7/66)

(16/113)

(33/151)

152/500

8%

14%

22%

30%

6/197

16/291

40/309

135/812

3%

6%

13%

17%

